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windows server 2019 is the latest release of
the windows server operating system family. it
provides new innovations in server
virtualization, networking, security, storage,
management, networking, and more. new
features include:. a new virtual memory
manager (vmm) has been added to windows
server 2019 and will be available as an option
in windows server 2016 and windows server
2008. it is designed to give users more control
over the amount of virtual memory available
for each vm. the new vmm will be installed
alongside the current vmm that is installed on
windows server 2016 and windows server
2008. the new vmm will also be available to
windows server 2012 and windows server
2012 r2, and users will be able to select it
during installation. the new vmm will be
optional to install. wapm is a cloud-based
service that enables you to run security scans
and vulnerability assessments, assess the
results, and automatically install and deploy
security updates to your windows server
operating system. a new windows admin
center is available to help users get set up and
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managed a modern server infrastructure.
windows server also offers a new powershell-
based tools for deploying windows containers
and leveraging windows server containers in
the enterprise. the powershell tools can be
installed as a module or as a snap-in to
powershell. the new windows server image
format offers a smaller image size, which
reduces download times. updates to the
powershell tools allow you to quickly launch
containers, share volumes and publish images
to azure blob, for example.
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the new windows admin center includes a
simplified experience for updating and

managing the servers you manage. a new set-
windowsupdatelogging cmdlet provides a new
method of specifying the location where you
want the windows update logs to be stored. it
also includes a new verify-windowsupdatelog
cmdlet that uses the same language as the
verify-winupdatelogging cmdlet. windows

server containers are modernized containers
that can be deployed, run, and shared across
azure, azure stack, and on-premises windows
server instances. containers can include all

your applications and services, and they
simplify your devops workflow for containers.

get the latest windows server core and feature
updates. these updates are available as in-

place updates (including the rollup download)
or as system center updates (sccu) or msdn
update packages (msip). the windows server
2019 preview is now available. this is the first
public preview of windows server 2019, which
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is scheduled to ship next year. windows server
2019 will be available in both server and
desktop editions, which will enable you to

deploy powerful server-based applications for
the cloud, on premises, or in hybrid

environments. kms host keys are created
using the following procedure: a kms host key

is created on the kms host server. the kms
host key is assigned to the kms host server.
the kms host key is uploaded to the windows
azure portal. the kms host key is added as a

server role in the windows azure portal. a kms
host key management server or kms host key

management server cluster is created. the
kms host key management server is added to
the kms host key management server cluster.
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